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The Harrier II PLUS is a single seated, high winged, single engine, VSTOL, ground attack
military aircraft built by McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) since the late 1970s. The aircraft is a
second-generation vertical/short takeoff and landing aircraft and is a redesign of the earlier AV8A/C.
The Harrier II, designated AV-8B, is the final member of the Harrier family that started with the
Hawker Siddeley P.1127 from the 1960s, that later developed into the AV-8A/C. The aircraft
features upgrades as 7 hard points instead of 5, structural and aerodynamic refinements, an
elevated cockpit, added radar and night attack capabilities and various other upgrades.
This aircraft is one of the most famous VSTOL aircraft of all times and have participated in
numerous conflicts around the globe as the Gulf War, the war in Iraq and also in Afghanistan.
The USMC expects to operate the Harrier until 2030 where it most likely will be succeeded by
the Lockheed Martin F-35B.
The GR-variants are the British versions of the Harrier II, which considerably differs from the
AV-8B in terms of avionics, armament and counter measures.

Specs AV-8B:










Produced by
o McDonnell Douglas
o Boeing
o British Aerospace
o Bae Systems
First flight 1978
Introduction 1981
Role VSTOL Ground attack aircraft
Status In service
Built 323
Unit costs US$24-30 million
Primary users:
o United States Marine Corp (USMC)
o Spanish Navy
o Italian Navy
o RAF (GR7 & GR9)
o Royal Navy (GR7 & GR9)

Basics
I received this add-on directly from Razbam and the download went quickly and without any
connection errors or other issues. The connection to Razbams download server is good, so the
download of the 2 files (total 837Mb), did not take much more than a minute or two.
When the download had completed I started the installation process. This was also very easy,
simply just activate the included installation wizard and that will take care of the entire
installation – very user friendly installation wizard. The complete installation of both files was
completed within a minute and I was now ready to verify that the installation had proceeded
correctly.
I checked my FSX Airplane folder and found the aircraft perfectly place there. I hereafter opened
up FSX and went into my virtual hangar to see how the installation had proceeded here. I found
the Harrier(s) perfectly placed in the Razbam folder in my virtual hangar.
I quickly noticed that there of course was the AV-8B version together with the GR7 and GR9,
but also that both the GR7 and GR9 each had an A-version, so the total was 5 different versions.
Furthermore I also found a huge number of included liveries for each version. In total I found 31

liveries which is a lot of liveries, and they are all placed correctly after each other in the Razbam
folder in my virtual hangar.
Additional there are also included two AI aircrafts. One is the KC-130 tanker that is included
with the first installation (AV-8B) and the second is the Vickers VC10 tanker included in the
GR-series. Both aircrafts are to be used for aerial re-fueling which is a feature that Razbam has
integrated into the Harriers.
Before starting a flight with the Harriers I would certainly recommend to read the included and
very comprehensive manuals. There are a manual for both the AV-8B and a separate manual for
the GR-series since these aircrafts are not completely identical in regards to e.g. the cockpit.
To get the aircrafts flying you can skim the manuals, but if you want to take the Harriers to the
next level and fly them as realistically as possible, you will need to read the manual quite
thoroughly since this aircraft is a very complex aircraft and also due to that Razbam has been
able to include a great many specific features.

To get the best and most realistic experience of the Harriers, I would recommend to read the
sections regarding VSTOL, Short field take-offs, Aerial re-fueling and working the droppable
objects as bombs, gun etc but before you can complete this you also need to read how to use the
TACAN which can be used to locate the tankers.
Also included in the manuals is a very comprehensive checklist that can be followed perfectly
step by step. In total the two manuals covers almost the entire usage of the Harriers including
specs, descriptions, checklists and guides etc and it fills up a whopping 198 pages. The manuals
can be found by entering the Razbam folder in your Start Menu.

Example from the checklist

Included are also 3 paint kit options - one for the AV-8B, one for the GR7-9 and also one for the
KC-130 tanker aircraft. This is excellent since this provides the simmer with the possibility to
create and include his/hers own liveries. Also included are a loading/configuration manager
where the simmer can select the configuration of the aircraft.

Model
I started my test with an external walk around the aircraft. The models are very well made and
features a huge number of very specific Harrier details like the elevated cockpit, the wheels
mounted beneath each wing, the unique tail design, the exhaustion nozzles etc. - everything is
created down to even very small details and the appearance of the models are very realistic.
The models are covered with high quality textures and liveries that represent their real world
counterparts superbly. Included is also several animations such as wheels rotating, nose wheel
steering, gear up/down, gear suspension, canopy open/close, control surfaces, flaps, speedbrake,
exhaustion nozzles etc. All animations are very smooth and appear to be as in real life. This
including that when using e.g. the exhaustion nozzles, the flaps will also move accordingly to
the nozzle settings.
Another animation is the re-fueling capability where the re-fueling probe is also animated and
controlled from the cockpit together with an AI re-fueling tanker, so that the simmer now has
the possibility to do an aerial re-fueling. The tanker can be requested during flight and will fly a
designated pattern starting 50nmi ahead of your position. To track and find the tanker is easily
done with the help from the TACAN system..
The models also feature a superb addition for military aircrafts, which is the animation of firing
the gun and droppable objects as various bombs or missiles – this really adds to the realism of
being a Harrier pilot. Since the ammunition for e.g. the gun actually has a weight programmed,
the aircrafts weight/balance will change when firing the gun – This is indeed a superb detail
well worth mentioning. To fire the gun or use A/A ordnances simply just use your tricker button
– these animations are a HOTAS configuration and needs no additional input in the virtual
cockpit. (HOTAS = Hands On Throttle And Stick).

Included effects are various lights as strobe, beacon, wing tip, landing and taxi lights etc. which
are all very well created and feature a very clean and crystal clear shine. Another effect that is
included is the smoke effect from the engine which is most visible during vertical take-offs or
vertical landings. The smoke effect is fair and very realistic.
Actually Razbam has included another feature which is a fuel dump effect that can be executed
from the virtual cockpit. If you need to dump some fuel, this feature is also created and is visible
as vapor like trails coming from the wing tips.
I also noticed that when flying the Harriers and making aggressive turns or control surface
changes, meaning pulling some G’s, I saw a vapor effect in several levels on top of the wings –
superb detail indeed.!

Cockpit
After viewing the external part of the model I continued directly into the cockpit. There is no 2D
cockpit included only a virtual cockpit, but this virtual cockpit is very well made and includes
all the features that you would find in a 2D cockpit. I know that there are simmers that will only
use a 2D cockpit, but I would still recommend them to try this awesome virtual cockpit.
The virtual cockpit is created perfectly and is very much in accordance with the real world
Harrier cockpit both in regards to layout, instrumentation, systems etc – please notice that the
virtual cockpit of the AV-8B and the GR-series is not 100% the same which is correct and true to
real life. That is also why there is a manual for both the AV-8B and also one for the GR-series.

The virtual cockpit is a modern age glass cockpit featuring detailed MPCDs (Multi Purpose
Color Displays) with in-depth integration and functionality. These are located on each side of
the main console and are fully operational. The virtual cockpit does also feature a few basic

analogue instruments primarily used as back-up instruments – these are located on the center
console.
A modern age military cockpit as this one also features the HUD (Heads Up Display) that are
fully integrated with the systems and shows various information like standard flight information
but also a fully operating radar with A/A and A/G modes that are able to lock and track the
target into the interception. This combined with the animation of e.g. the gun or missiles really
add a lot of realism to the overall flight experience and to the experience of being a real Harrier
pilot.
The virtual cockpit furthermore features the Tactical Navigation Computer together with
detailed and very realistic navigational instruments, a working armament panel that is
integrated with the animations of the weapons and a very realistic gun sight - all located in front
of the pilot.
On the left and right side there are located panels containing autopilot, throttle quadrant,
oxygen control, electrical panel, radios etc. These side panels are also very well made and the
location of the buttons and switches etc is very true to the images that I could find of the real
side panels.
The textures used are of high quality and the depth performance is an awesome 3D experience. I
used the TrackerIR5 for my test with the Harrier and the experience that I got was exceptional
and extremely realistic.
The virtual cockpit is indeed created with an eye for the details and I found only a few switches
which was not animated or had any programming to a function or similar. This is a 99% fully
working and operating virtual cockpit with a great finish. Clicking the buttons or using the
switches felt very real and to support that Razbam have of course also included sound files for
these animations. All in all I found the virtual cockpit to contain a very realistic atmosphere of
being a real Harrier pilot.
Viewing around the virtual cockpit I found a huge number of animations as the flight controls,
various levers as the throttle, gear and nozzle control, buttons, switches, encoders and the
canopy open/close etc - all done to a high perfection. I also noticed that the pilots head was
animated - this I could of course not see when being inside the virtual cockpit, but selecting the
view 45 degrees behind the cockpit I discovered it.
A small detail that I also noticed was the reflections in the mirrors. I have quite often seen that
this image in the mirrors would just be a static image, but in the Harrier package here, this
image was fluently and moving according to the pitch and bank angles of the aircraft.

Sound
The sound set included in the model is fair and quite realistic. I compared it to various sound
files that I was able to find on the internet, and the resemblance was okay. It is like a standard
jet sound but with a nice deeper roar that adds to the realism.
The sound is high quality and is clean and clear. I tested the sound in both ordinary stereo, 2.1
stereo with a subwoofer and in a complete 7.1 surround sound setup. It worked perfectly with
each setting both internally and externally.

Flight characteristics
The flight dynamics or flight characteristics are close to what I had expected from a military jet.
I have of course never flown this aircraft in real life so I cannot confirm how realistic they
actually are. However I can compare my virtual experience with the specs, data and general
aerodynamics together with my real life flight experience, and by doing this I found the Harrier
to be overall very realistic.
The Harrier moves very quickly on the control surfaces and has the jet engine delay when
spooling the engine. Applying the speedbrake does provide a draft which impacts the IAS and
even though the Harrier is a VSTOL aircraft it can of course still stall. When entering a stall
with the Harrier the aircraft just starts to loose altitude, there is no reaction from the aircraft to
either drop the nose, shake or wobble – this I find to not be that realistic, but I cannot confirm
it.
Handling the aircraft on the ground is fairly easy. If needed, then the aircraft can turn on a dime
and if you need to stop the aircraft quickly, the brakes are very efficient at low speeds – however

applying the brakes with maximum power, will have an impact on the gear and the suspension
and you will experience and wawe-effect.
During normal take-offs or short field take-offs, are like take-offs with other military jets. The
aircraft lies steady on the runway and is very easy to control blasting down the runway for takeoff. Flying an approach with flaps and gear down does change the flight characteristics as it
should, and the aircraft still remains perfectly controllable and steady.
One thing that is important to remember is that the aircrafts wheel brakes are not very efficient
at higher speeds, and should not be used just after touchdown if the landing is a normal
procedure landing. An idea I tried was to turn the exhaustion nozzle all the way around as far as
it can – since the aircraft has a 5 degree nose up as standard position, the exhaustion nozzle will
be vertical already at 85 degrees, but since you can turn it even more it can then be used as a
form of reverse thrusters to a certain small level. This solution is of course not recommended and
is not a standard procedure, but I did get a little effect from it.
Vertical take-off was a bit of a challenge at first. Here I would recommend to carefully reading
the manual before trying it. What I experienced was that I had problems applying full power
when the nozzle lever was at 85 degrees – meaning that I could not generate enough thrust for a
vertical take-off. This issue was due to two reasons – first reason was because I had overloaded
the aircraft and therefore the weight of the aircraft was higher than the thrust that could be
generated.
The second reason was because I use a twin throttle quadrant where I had programmed throttle
lever one for engine one and throttle lever two for engine two. This will or can in some cases
have a negative impact flying the Harrier, so I had to change the programming to be throttle
lever one to all throttle axis and throttle lever two to be propeller pitch, which in the Harrier
controls the nozzle movement. After making these changes I finally got the Harrier to do the
famous vertical take-off.
Another thing in regards to doing a vertical take-off is, remember to turn the nose into the wind
if any, otherwise the aircraft will most certainly be very difficult to handle. I also tested the
hover mode where I could let the autopilot fly the Harrier for me – this was also very interesting
and a bit strange but it really helped med ease up and trusting the systems better.

Aerial re-fueling was tricky but most certainly a superb addition for flying military aircrafts.
Included in the AV-8B package is a C-130 tanker and in the GR7/9 package there is the VC-10
tanker, so that the simmer now gets the possibility to do an actual simulated aerial re-fueling.
To do this I would recommend to thoroughly read the manual since it can be very, if not almost
impossible, to locate the tanker without the input from the manual. First call the tanker – this is
no problem but to locate the tanker will require the usage of the TACAN system.
In FSX there is no TACAN system available - to overcome this issue Razbam has emulated the
TACAN system by using the actual VOR system instead and then included a frequency convert
matrix.

Conclusion
Excellent, superb, awesome and very innovative. This is defiantly the best Harrier add-on
package that I have ever flown in any flight simulator. I find it to be very realistic and I love that
there are so many additional features included as e.g. the aerial re-fueling and the ability of firing
weapons that will impact the flight dynamics of the aircraft. There are a few bugs as e.g. the
waypoint counter which cycles forward when approaching a change of course and sometimes
also skips the next waypoint. This however I find to be very small issue and it will not have any
impact on my overall rating.
The models are perfectly created and true to the real life aircrafts. They feature the unique look
of the real Harrier and are covered with high quality textures. There are a huge number of
liveries included that are created very detailed according to the real aircrafts paint schemes and
the models furthermore features superbly many animations and effects.
The virtual cockpit is close to 100% realistic and 99% of buttons, switches, controls and systems
etc is animated and fully working. The textures used in the virtual cockpit are high quality
textures and the depth performance is superb. The clean and smooth edges create a perfect
finish and the atmosphere created is awesome. Furthermore the add-on also features a great
sound set with both engine sound and objects sounds.
I rate this add-on package from Razbam with a full 5/5 stars rating and the Rays Aviation Gold
Award. I thank Razbam for their contribution to the flightsim community, with this excellent
and awesome modern age military aircraft package. This is the best Harrier add-on for flight
simulator available in my opinion, and I will of course recommend my fellow simmers to it out. If
you like to fly military aircrafts, then this is certainly an aircraft worth trying out.

Rays Aviation

Variants in real life AV-8B Harrier II

YAV-8B
Two prototypes converted in 1978 from existing AV-8A airframes (BuNo 158394, 158395)
AV-8B Harrier II
This was the initial "Day Attack" variant
AV-8B Harrier II Night Attack
Improved version with a forward looking infrared (FLIR) camera, an upgraded cockpit with
night-vision goggle compatibility, and the more powerful Rolls Royce Pegasus 11 engine. This
variant was originally planned to be designated AV-8D
AV-8B Harrier II Plus
Similar to the Night Attack variant, with the addition of the APG-65 radar. It is used by the
USMC, Spanish Navy, and Italian Navy. 46 new-built aircraft were assembled from 1993 to 1997
TAV-8B
Twin seat trainer version of the USMC AV-8B

Variants GR-Series

GR.5
The GR5 was the RAF’s first model of the second generation Harrier. The GR5 considerably
differed from the USMC AV-8B in terms of avionics, armament and counter measures. 41 GR5s
were built
GR.5A
The GR5A was a minor variant, incorporating design changes in anticipation of the GR7
upgrade. 21 GR5As were built
GR.7
The GR7 is an upgraded model of the GR5. The first GR7 conducted its maiden flight in 1990,
and made its first operational deployment in August 1995 over the former Yugoslavia. While the

GR7 deployed on invincible class aircraft carriers during testing as early as mid-1994, the first
operational deployments at sea began in 1997
GR.7A
The GR7A feature an upgraded Pegasus 107 engine. GR7As upgraded to GR9 standard retain the
A designation as GR9As. The Mk 107 engine provides around 3,000 lbf (13kN) extra thrust over
the Mk 105’s 21,750 lbf (98 kN) thrust
GR.9
The GR9 is an upgrade of the GR7, focused on the Harrier II’s avionics and weapons. These
aircrafts were upgraded under the JUMP program
GR.9A
The Harrier GR9A is an avionic and weapons upgrade of the uprated engine GR7As. All GR9s
were capable of accepting the Mk107 Pegasus engine to become GR9As
T.10
The Harrier T10 is the first twin seat training variant of the Harrier II. Based on the USMC
Harrier trainer the TAV-8B. Unlike their American counterparts, the T10s are fully combat
capable
T.12
Update of the trainers to accompany the GR9. 9 T10 aircraft received the JUMP updates under
the designation T12, however these would retain the less powerful Pegasus 105 engine
T.12A
Equivalent to the T12, however differs by being equipped with the newer and more powerful Mk
107 Pegasus engine of the GR7A/9A

Specifications (AV-8B Harrier II Plus)

General characteristics












Crew: 1 pilot
Length: 46 ft 4 in (14.12 m)
Wingspan: 30 ft 4 in (9.25 m)
Height: 11 ft 8 in (3.55 m)
Wing area: 243.4 ft² (22.61 m²)
Airfoil: supercritical airfoil
Empty weight: 13,968 lb (6,340 kg)
Loaded weight: 22,950 lb (10,410 kg)
Max. takeoff weight:
o Rolling: 31,000 lb (14,100 kg)
o Vertical: 20,755 lb (9,415 kg)
Power plant: 1 × Rolls-Royce F402-RR-408 (Mk 107) vectored-thrust turbofan, 23,500
lbf (105 kN)

Performance







Maximum speed: Mach 1.0 (585 knots, 673 mph, 1,083 km/h)
Range: 1,200 nmi (1,400 mi, 2,200 km)
Combat radius: 300 nmi (350 mi, 556 km)
Ferry range: 1,800 nmi (2,100 mi, 3,300 km)
Rate of climb: 14,700 ft/min (4,485 m/min)
Wing loading: 94.29 lb/ft² (460.4 kg/m²)

